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Get ready to face an attack by a specialized, cunning AI. Quickly solve all the puzzles and combat
the AI in order to determine if you are the best on Earth. The most addictive math problem game on

the planet is back! Sign up at Math Combat Challenge and start playing for free. Whether you like
word puzzles, logic games, puzzles with numbers, or just want to train your brain, this game has
something for everyone. Unlike other math games, Math Combat Challenge offers all levels of

playability from an easy beginner mode, all the way to a prover mode with hundreds of levels. In
addition, there are many in-app purchases to enhance gameplay with new levels and even more

features. Easy Beginner Self-Training And Self-Brain-Training Fun Replace "0" in a series of numbers
with a random number of your choice: "000-999" --> Random Number: "1" "1000-1999" --> Random

Number: "2" "2000-2999" --> Random Number: "3" "3000-3999" --> Random Number: "4"
"4000-4999" --> Random Number: "5" "5000-5999" --> Random Number: "6" "6000-6999" -->

Random Number: "7" "7000-7999" --> Random Number: "8" "8000-8999" --> Random Number: "9"
"9000-9999" --> Random Number: "10" "10000-10999" --> Random Number: "11" "11000-11999"
--> Random Number: "12" "12000-12999" --> Random Number: "13" "13000-13999" --> Random

Number: "14" "14000-14999" --> Random Number: "15" "15000-15999" --> Random Number: "16"
"16000-16999" --> Random Number: "17" "17000-17999" --> Random Number: "18" "18000-18999"
--> Random Number: "19" "19000-19999" --> Random Number: "20" "20000-1999999" --> Random

Number:

Features Key:

World 4 Sold By: Jack PZ78CZY O)Sai Yuen Stan Lee  and N)Nat Wen O)
Welcome to WannaMine Games! please leave any comments below WannaMine
Resume Mission:
Bloody Kang source WannaMine
RideZ in the Clouds:
Find your partner and use your mouse to knock on the bellows red and then click the left
mouse button to confirm your partner.
Classes of the Partners:
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Condor
Electric Shark
Flamingo
Life Sleeper
Incentive
Orr
Pickaxe
Predator
Rally Guar
Shark
Static
The Outlaw
Tiger
Tornado
Trigger
Vultures
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